
A Doric Group Company

Offenbach – Quadoro Doric, the portfolio manager of the 
openended special AIF Vescore Sustainable Real Estate 
Europe, has acquired 10 residential apartments in Dordrecht, 
Holland. 

The apartment building is situated in a peaceful area near the 
train station in the city center of Dordrecht, and fulfills the 
sustainability criteria of the fund. Each of the highquality 
equipped 3roomapartments is 80 m2 in size and contains a 
private terrace or balcony. 

The investment volume for the apartments added up to 
EUR 2 million. The acquisition is the third and final part of 
a transaction, of which two commercial properties in the  
direct vicinity of the apartments have already been acquired 
by the fund. 

Axel Wünnenberg, Managing Director of Quadoro, added: “We are very pleased with the acquisition. The apartments 
contribute to the diversification of the fund portfolio.”

See www.doric.com/vescore for further details about Vescore Sustainable Real Estate Europe and its innovative  
location rating.
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About Doric
Doric GmbH, together with its subsidiaries in Germany, the UK and the USA (Doric), acquires, structures and manages yield 
orientated assets in its core business sectors, transportation, real estate and energy. Doric manages assets with an investment volume of  
over USD 8 billion. Real estate activities are carried out by Quadoro Doric Real Estate GmbH. Doric Investment GmbH is the Doric group’s  
Alternative Investment Fund Manager (AIFM) and offers a number of services relating to the German Investment Code (KAGB) and the regu
lation of investments.

About Quadoro
Quadoro Doric Real Estate GmbH is a Doric group company. Quadoro’s core business involves structuring, acquiring and managing real 
estate investments. 
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